
Doorplate sandwich clip TNTSC
  Label change with a fingertip. 

The spring-loaded closing glass pane is unique.

Doorplate sandwich clip TNTSC
  Floating transparency, high-quality materials 

and tool-free label change.

TNTSCG 1621 S TNTSCG 1621 S TNTSCG 1621 S TNTSCG 1621 S

TNTSC        describes the 

transparenz door sign 

with sandwich clip function

TNTSCW   with interchangeable slider

FG     Float glass 

K       Crystal clear acrylic 

G       Glass look acrylic 

16         Height in cm

21         Width in cm

S         Silver anodized

L         Lacquered 

 Artikelbezeichnung Surface material Size System profile color

Transparent doorplates are ideal for modern glass architecture. Glass signs with two or four screws are therefore seen „on every corner“. A major disadvan-

tage of most systems is the inconvenient replacement of the lettering. To open the four screws already requires patience. The screws can fall off or even the 

whole glass pane. The new lettering insert must be precisely perforated to fit, and precise spacing must also have been used beforehand during installation. 

The sandwich clip door label of the transparenz system is an ingenious innovation! A fingertip is all it takes to change the text insert.

Dowelled screw mounting 

in solid masonry, concrete or stud walls is standard. Vertical profile mounting is also 

possible. The glass panes are sandwiched for sandwiching a printed insert of paper 

or foil. The area dimension is 1 mm longer than the aluminum profile for faceted 

materials. Both panes are securely connected with one half of the profile each.

The clamping can be adjusted from the bottom edge. In addition to the temporary text 

insert, the metal profile can also be labeled. Room code, company logo and also Braille 

are thus permanently preserved.

TNTSC 1515 TNTSC 1518150

Data 
in mm

 150

Standard sizes

TNTSC 2215 TNTSC 1621

150

 180

220

 150

A5 high
A5 cross

 210

160

Compared to the classic glass signs 

with four fastening screws, the signs 

in the transparenz system convince 

with their clear, concealed fastening. 

They give the inscription area a trans-

parent, floating appearance, which is 

the special charm of the glass signs. 

TNTSC 1621S

16

4 4

Texteinlage

TNTSC 1621S

30 30
210

30

163

133 148

belegtfrei

frei

frei

belegt

140

140

20

Clipfunktion

The ingenious spring mechanism requires 

only minimal space in the pair of 

aluminum retaining profiles. The locking 

force can also be adjusted so that the 

movable cover disc either remains firmly 

closed or can be opened easily with the 

index finger. It goes without saying that 

all parts remain on the wall and hands 

free when changing inserts.

Also available with integrated change 

slider glued to the door plate, which 

impresses with its simple function. 
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